EFF CALLS FOR THE RESIGNATION OF NSFAS ADMINISTRATOR RANDALL
CAROLISSEN

Sunday, 08 November 2020

The Economic Freedom fighters call for the immediate resignation of the compromised
and corrupt administrator of the National Student’s Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS)
Randall Carolissen for his corruption, which has rendered the entity unworkable.
Carolissen has essentially turned NSFAS into a mafia operation, enriching his friends
and close associates, while intimidating staff and subjecting them to a hostile working
environment.

The Portfolio Committee on Higher Education, Science and Technology in parliament
listened to the alarming and gruelling accounts by NSFAS employees of an entity that
has been turned into the personal cash-cow of a self-serving individual. Carolissen
has subjected employees to frivolous disciplinary hearings, shifting them from
responsibilities and removing them from roles they occupied, in order to pave the way
for the appointment of those associated to him. He confessed to submitting CV’s of
those associated to him to the Human Resource Department of NSFAS, and all those
referred by him have secured posts in strategic positions in the entity.

The cronyism, practised by Carolissen, has impacted on the procurement processes
within NSFAS, and this relates to bidding for tenders and recruitment into strategic
positions. It is therefore clear that the problems confronting the financial aid scheme,
which impact negatively on the academic prospects of students who are dependent
on the scheme for food allowances, rental allowances and transport, can be traced to
the thuggery practised by Carolissen.

We commend the employees of NSFAS for standing up and exposing Carolissen as
the crook that he is, even though they were abandoned by their captured union
NEHAWU. Their actions will secure the future of thousands of students, and they must
be protected from victimization going forward.

We demand the immediate resignation of Randall Carolissen for crippling an entity
that is the custodian of the developmental prospects of South Africa in terms of higher
education. We will approach the Public Protector to investigate all reported misconduct
and ensure NSFAS is rescued from the hands of a glorified gangster.

